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The innovative combination of digital

technology and laser-

optics, developed by N.V. Philíps and Sony Corporation, has
resulted in an unprecedented improvement in sound reproduction
that rivals the invention of the phonograph record itself.
Disc solves the problems of recorded sound fidelity by
capturing concert-halI realism, eliminating distortion and.
banishing record $rear. The ne\^¡ system converts the oríginal
sound into high density pulse code modulation and replaces
the standard playback stylus with a low-power solid-state laser
Compact

scanner.
The unparalleled quality in sound reProduction provided by

Disc Digital Audio is the modern culmination of the
invention of recorded sound that began with Thomas A. Edisonrs
cylinder phonograph in L877 and Emíl Berlinerts "gramophonerl
in 1887. The "gramophoneil used a rotating flat discr orr which
Compact

sound information was engraved in lateral recordíng.

Berlinerrs "gramophonerr, initially powered by a manual crank'
vras the direct predecessor of the modern record Player.

2Since its inception, improvements in disc recordings have been

substantial. Mechanical recording via acoustic horn microphone
r^/as replaced by more sophisticated techniques using elect.rical
microphones and amplifiers. Electro-magnetic pick-up systems
were developed. Vinyl replaced "shelIac" in record production,
micro-groove was adopted, and monophonic recordings gave way to
stereo versions.
Despite the many improvements in reproduction quality over the

years, today's long-playing phonograph record remains vulnerable
to dust and scratches and must be handled with extreme care.
The record size has prevented the design of smaller turntables
that could be aàapted to t,he miniaturized versions of other hifi
components.

long been the focal point
of criticism by discriminating audio system enthusiasts, Sound
system technology has no\^r reached the point at which present day
record players are no longer able to fully utilize the potential
of the other components in high quality hifi systems.
Sound reproduction from records has

By introducing Compact Disc, Philips and Sony have closed the

technological gap between record turntables and the
sophisticated sound equipment.

more
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FTVE ADVANTAGES OF COMPACT DISC DIGITAL

ÀUD'TO

1. The laser pick-up in the CD syst,em functions without
any mechanical contact with the disc itself.
2. The 2-L/2-mile-Iong track of microscopic pits and
flat areas containing the sound information is protected from dust and scratches by the. transparent
disc.
3. With a diameter ot oniy 4.7 inches (12 cm), the
Compact Disc takes up approximately one-sixth of the
storage space required by normal long-playing records.
4. The CD player can be substantially miniaturized compared. with conventional record players, opening up
potentially new usages in areas with limited space'
for exampler "Car-CD. "
5. The Compact Disc system offers unparalleled concerthall fidelity including the dramatic improvement of
dynamic music passages that previously could only be
experienced at a live performance.
Unique Handling Characteristics

The Compact Discr ¡1o larger than the palm of your hand, con-

tains one entire hour of playing Èime, and offers the
handling convenience of a tape cassette.
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Disc, close the l-id and the record
player is ready to go. The data storage capacity of the disc
is much greater than is needed to record an hour of music per
side. This additional capacity allows the Compact Disc system
to offer many hitherto unknown progranìming possibilities.
Number, Iength, titles and even texts of songrs could be encoded
for print-out via lurninescent display or on TV monitoring
screens. It will be possible to play individual selectÍons
in any desired sequence, to skip certain songsr or repeat
others at the touch of a button. Compact Disc provides
enormous latitude and flexibifity
for imaginative hifi designers in the future.
rTust pop
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Prices and Software
Althouqh it employs ultra modern digital technology for re-

cording and storage of musical information, Compact Disc
players are adaptable to any hifi system in use today. The
transformation of digÍtal signals into conventional analog
signals occurs in the player itself,
The miniaturízed,
integrated circuiËs were developed exclusÍvely by Philips
and Sony, enablinq them to offer CD players at prices comparable
to the highest quality convent,ional hifi record players.
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To insure success of the new system, ready avaÍrability

of

an

extensive selection of recordings on compact discs wíll be
required. The Polygram Group, a subsidiary of philips, and
cBSr/sony, Japan, have decided to conrmence production in the
cD format, and other record companies are expected to offer

their own lines of

Compact

Disc recordinqs.

The New lrforld Standard

N.v. Philips introduced the first compact Disc recording
system in the spring of Lg7g, and was subsequently joined in
development by The sony corporation, Japan. The following
firms have adopted the cD format: Bang & orufsen, cBS/sony,
Crown, Dua1, Matsushita, Nakamichi, Nippon Columbia, Onkyo,

Polygram, Sony, Studer/Revox, Thomson, Trio Kenwood. For al1
intents and purposes, these actions establish the compact Ðisc

as the new international standard in digital audio disc recording systems.

